






GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

AADT is a technical measurement of traffic volume on a road, in both directions. 
(Average Conversion factors, which vary depending on time of year and week, 

Annual Daily extrapolate daily traffic counts into AADT. 

Traffic) 

Ambient are conditions which are commonly found in a stabilized environment. 
Conditions Normally in ambient conditions there are no negative effects actively 

reducing the existing conditions. ie. storm, excess traffic or construction 
effects are not in evidence. See storm conditions. 

Aspects in the context of these standards refers to specific elements of roadway 
service which are defined by these standards. 

Bare conditions refer to winter road conditions where all travelled lanes are 
effectively clear of snow build-up or general ice conditions which might 
impair the safe travel on the road below the travel speed under ambient 
conditions. 

Centre Bare conditions refer to winter road conditions where one wheel track of each 
of the travelled lanes is substantially clear of snow and ice conditions 
allowing the user to negotiate safer travel than if snow packed or general 
ice conditions prevail. 

Conditions defines the state in which the subject matter is found. The standard 
indicates the condition being measured. 

Class in the context of these standards refers to the criteria for classifying 
roadways developed in the preamble to the standards. 

Clearance is the zone measured vertically from the centre line of a road and 
horizontally from the outer edge of pavement of the travelled lane nearest 
to the edge of the road in which no obstructions should be permitted, 
except those which improve the safety of the roadway user. Exceptions 
may be defined in the standards. See encroachments. 

Cycle is that time interval between inspections conducted for a specific purpose. 
Consideration can still be made for inspection cycle time adjustments at 
the discretion of the supervisor for mitigating circumstances which are of 
an uncommon, or unpredictable, nature. 
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